COVID-19 : Bike park rules

In this document, you’ll find every adjustments that we’ll set for the upcoming opening,
apart from obvious social distanciation to keep between each other !
To remember :
-

Frequent hand washing ;
Coughing in the elbow ;
The wear of a facemask when the 1m social distance can’t be kept ;

Facemasks are not provided here.

1. Restaurant Auberge du Vallon : only to take away
Restaurant is open (facemask is necessary)
Showers are closed.
2. Liftpasses / Checkout
Passes and tickets will be sold at the two left-located checkouts only.
Bike rental, gear and spares at the right-located checkout.
Whilst wainting, please keep 1m distance from each other.
You can load passes with internet, keep them safe somewhere for the next time :
www.rapideloc.com
Credit card / contactless payment adviced if possible !

3. Chairlift

We’ll operate with 2 bikes and 2 riders per seat to respect the distance !
Bike gloves are mandatory
Once at the top, our guys will drop you the bike, please avoid big meetings and go for a ride !
4. Trails – Important informations
In order to reduce risk and avoid crashes as much as we can, we delt with authorities and
decided to close some committed features on the bike park. Local hospitals are working hard
these days and limiting risk is not an option by now.
Here are the closed features :
TRAILS
SMOOTH
EASY
COOL
FAT
FLOW
ROOTS
4 CROSS
NUTS
R’LINE

PART CLOSED
Open
Open
Open
big air
Open
Open
Open
Road gap
Closed

Start your ride individually, keeping a distance of 10 m to other riders.
Take care to keep at least 2 m distance while overtaking. Slower riders please let others
passat fireroads.
Groups of 10 maximum.

Thanks for your comprehension, see you soon on the trails…

